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Patents of “dubious validity” with “overly-broad claims”

■“A poor quality or questionable patent is one that is likely
invalid or contains claims that are likely overly-broad.
Hearings participants raised concerns about the number of
questionable patents issued. Such patents can block
competition and harm innovation in several ways.”

– FTC, “To Promote Innovation: The Proper Balance of Competition and
Patent Law and Policy,” 2003, p5. (emphasis added).

■We find no evidence that supports FTC’s statement of harm
■What is “questionable” about a patent? Who answers the “question”?

Once rival innovators answer the “question” for themselves, as they
must, can the patent really block them or harm their innovation?
• If the answer is “likely invalid” or “overly-broad,” than they can
defend a business decision to move forward anyway.
• If the answer is likely valid, or not “overly-broad,” they would likely
strike a bargain with the patentee and/or take a license.
• Either way, competition or innovation are not “blocked”
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Patent examination errors are inevitable
EA - Fraction of Applications Allowed in Error

Trading off allowance errors with rejection errors
under average examination time constraints

■By the USPTO’s own
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quality measures of final
disposition, 4% of issued
patents are allowed
erroneously.
■ With about 325,000
patents issued per year,
this corresponds to about
13,000 “bad” patents
issued per year.
■With so many ostensibly
“bad “ patents, where is the
evidence that competition
or innovation is “blocked”?
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ER - Fraction of Applications Rejected in Error
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The archetypical “overly-broad” Selden patent
George Selden, Road Engine
US Pat. 549,160, filed May 8, 1879 and issued on November 5, 1895.

■Secretly prosecuted in the Patent Office for

more than 16 years; specifications and claims
amended to track industry developments;
notorious 19th century “submarine” patent.

■Became the key patent of the Association of Licensed Automobile
Manufacturers (ALAM) patent consortium.
■ALAM demanded 1.25 % royalty and signed up more than 25
manufacturers. Ford did not take a license and was sued in 1903.
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Ford was confident enough to publicly
indemnify all distributors and users

■ Through the Selden patent enforcement

period, many in industry (including Ford)
had obtained legal opinions of its
invalidity or a claim construction much
narrower than ALAM had asserted.
■ Ford’s public defiance was in keeping
with his claim to have been the “pioneer,”
who made “the first gasoline automobile
in Detroit and the third in the United
States.”
■ Ford’s litigation costs in 1904 were less
than 0.9% of sales, an expense with
publicity that generated substantial
marketing benefits at substantially less
than the 1.25% royalty that Ford would
otherwise have to pay to the ALAM.
Detroit Free Press, July 28, 1903.
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Assertion: The Selden patent “did not stop Mr Ford, but it did
certainly slow him down” -- Merges and Nelson (1990), p. 890
Facts: Ford was not ‘slowed down’; Ford was the fastest growing mfg.
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Assertion: “the [ALAM] purpose was to … perhaps control
competition in the industry, rather than to facilitate orderly
technological development” -- Merges and Nelson 1990, p. 889
Facts: The ALAM did not control competition in the industry
Entry and Exit of Manufacturer Makes in the U.S. Automobile Industry
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Conclusion
■The patent system does not regulate a zero-sum game – successful

commercial development yields an economic surplus not otherwise
available without the exploitation of new inventions.
■Important patents never remain “questionable.” Parties are, and always
have been, sufficiently motivated to answer the “question” for
themselves. They employ expert legal advice to evaluate patent claims,
determine their scope and validity, and establish the contours of their
“freedom to operate.”
■We show that in the most prominent case of an “overly-broad” patent,
the Selden patent, allegations that the competition was “slowed down” or
“blocked,” or otherwise that it “harmed innovation” have no bases in fact.
■On the contrary: we show that vigorous development occurred during the
very period of the Selden patent enforcement.
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